
 
 

 

  
Agenda 47 | A New Quantum Leap to Revolutionize 
the American Standard of Living – Freedom Cities 

“Past generations of Americans pursued big dreams and daring projects that once seemed 
absolutely impossible, Today, our country has lost its boldness. Under my leadership, we will get it 
back in a very big way. Our objective will be a quantum leap in the American Standard of Living.” 

• We’ll build new cities in our country again. Using a fraction, one half of one percent of our 
federal land, a contest will be held to charter as many as 10 new cities, awarding 
development to the best proposals. These Freedom Cities will reopen the frontier, 
reignite American imagination, and give hundreds of thousands of young people and all 
hardworking families, a new shot at home ownership and the American Dream. 
 

• Dozens of major companies in the U.S. and China are racing to develop VTOL,  
Vertical-Takeoff-and-Landing vehicles for families and individuals. America, not China, 
should lead this revolution in air mobility. 
 

• Through our Strategic National Manufacturing Initiative, we will turn forgotten 
communities into hives of industry, producing the goods we will no longer import from 
China. 
 

• A major initiative will  lower the cost of living with a special focus on lowering the cost to 
build new cars and single-family homes.  
 

• Congress will be asked to support and promote “Baby Bonuses” for young parents to 
jumpstart their families and create a new American baby boom! 
 

• Governors will be challenged to join President Trump in a great modernization and 
beautification campaign to refurbish our parks and public spaces, to make cities and 
towns more livable with pristine environments and monuments to our American heroes.  

 
Living standards will rise. Safety, prosperity, peace, and joy will be restored. 
Our exciting future with opportunity for success will unite our country. 

 

Scan to watch President Trump deliver 
short video messages identifying the 
problem and revealing his solutions. 

Visit CaliforniaMAGA.com for more 
resources. Share Agenda 47.Support 
President Trump’s victory in our state. 

https://youtu.be/giZeEEdzQwM?feature=shared
https://youtu.be/giZeEEdzQwM?feature=shared



